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Moderato

Some dream of love in the
Spring-time brings sunshine and

Spring-time
When all the

Glad-ness
When youth is
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world is in tune
Some need the June nights bring

magic of Summer
Unlike the Autumn brings

rest these
I'm sad memories.

CHORUS

When Autumn leaves are falling,

When Autumn Leaves &c. 4
That's when I start recalling,

You made my heart surrender,

Amid that golden splendor,

But just as fate in-

When Autumn Leaves &c. 4
tended,
Our happiness soon
ended.
My lonely heart keeps
calling,
When Autumn leaves are
falling.

When Autumn Leaves &c. 4
THE UP-TO-THE-MINUTE SONG HIT

I "WANNA" GO WHERE YOU GO—DO WHAT YOU DO

THEN I'LL BE HAPPY

Words by
SIDNEY CLARE
& LEW BROWN

Music by
CLIFF FRIEND

CHORUS

I "wan-na" go where you go—do what you do

love when you love... then I'll be happy— I"wan-na" sigh when you sigh

Cry when you cry—smile when you smile, then I'll be happy... If you go
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